
The Neo-christian Conformists of the New Empire

Is there a way to define the set of values that one is forced to take in consideration in
order to be included in the contemporary culture and intellectual industry? Ironically
this is the very industry that so much promotes values such as inclusiveness and yet if
one is not to fully comply to these set of values he or she can very well consider him or
herself excluded. One ought to fully comply to the new regime of values without any
slight shadow of doubt.

Now I  have already discussed the emergence of a new set of values in my previous
essays but here an idea is emerging more and more consolidated. This idea is that this
new  set  of  values  is  but  a  reformation  of  the  former  Christian  religion.  It  is  but
Christianity kept in disguised by the official intellectuals, the official artists, the official
film-makers and producers of our time so much believing without a doubt about such
values and so much hating anyone who does not adhere to them, so much labeling he
or she a devil.

Awaiting for the future inquisitions to come, inquisitions that will wipe out any intellect
deviating even slightly from this regimental track, I believe that these values or rather
these  principles  and  pillars  of  this  new  religion  in  disguise  are  purposely  kept
untouched. By so doing they are strongly reshaping the way society think, the way social
members are extruded through them and cannot or dare not to think otherwise. By so
doing humans are left debilitated of any thinking beyond the arithmetics they can make
summing up and multiplying these new old integers. 

I suppose that beyond debating each and every of these integers per se, to me these
perfectly functioning societies perfectly squeezing out highly predictable intellects it is
what scares me the most. Yes of course the sharing of common values is in the very
interest of society and a society can only well function if there is a common faith but
gush, the human brain can go so much and so far beyond these mental set -ups.

I shall say humans must go beyond these set-ups as their very boundaries are soon to
produce  a  redundancy  that  will  make  the  social  members  within  two  or  three
generations completely dull. What I suppose can bring any individual to go beyond a
disguised state religion is the ability to, in turn disguise him or herself in several of them
while keeping somewhat his check on the very realities he or she is experiencing.

One ought to keep in disguise never getting tempted to consolidate his or her social
position, the position of nothing but a priest. In this tight religious set-ups I believe this
is the only way to device a new philosophy a philosophy of, first of all awareness of the
numbed  human  condition,  an  awareness  for  the  sake  of  awakening  the  spirit  and



opening  it  up  to  a  far  larger  multitude  of  thoughts  and for  the blossoming of  rare
flowers bringing not only a newer and fresher scent in the rot social scene but especially
new nourishment a nourishment that in turn will alter the chain of causes and effects
set out by the neo Christian mechanics.

Now of course the type of awakening I am referring to is something societies themselves
cannot even slightly dare to conceive as the actual uncontrolled blossoming of social
members  cannot  but  result  in  the  total  social  collapse,  a  permanent  eclipse  of  a
radioactive  system  that  it  is  only  but  draining  natural  resources,  both  from  the
environment and,  as technology keeps refining itself,  more and more from the very
nature of actual people.

A practice of awareness in this respect I believe to be but the only practical way to set
up a fortress from within our on individual nature and to discipline it as soldiers getting
ready  if  not  for  war  getting  ready  to  defend  the  republic  within,  as  much as  Cato
Uticensis attempted to fight the uprise of the Roman empire.

Now this empire is just but extending its tentacles far deep within us via all its social
media interfaces and the wearable technologies we will soon all have to adopt to for the
sake of social security, a social security which will but get far and far more suffocating
and oppressing. Ironically under such oppression we will have to keep on smiling on the
very innocent and philanthropic values that were sold to us especially from the very
new aristocracy the one making such profit from our own data, our very selves.

There is no other solution but to be stoic and determined to keep as long as possible in
disguise and to conceive Troy horses for the wide spread imperialistic conformism and
the religion  that  is  emerging arm in  arm with it.  This  is  the tactic  I  propose in  the
imminent emergence of a new dogmatic governmental morality which we will all have
to accept and which we have all partially accepted given its merciful spirit of not the
single humans but a society acting more and more as a holly human.

In this impersonation of the social  body as a whole there is  not only the danger  of
reestablishing a strong monotheistic truth; the danger is that more and more thoroughly
governance will be able to tune our morality and our ethical upbringing. Confessions
won't be needed, sins will to some degree be allowed yet a different kind of morality
will not be tolerated. We will all have to comply and even if a young soul might sense
that things are not going the way they should, that somehow the neo Christian society is
going (contrary to the comodified teachings of Jesus) against its human nature, he or
she will be eventually silenced, labeled as a solitary wolf, a dangerous individual.  

I suppose that we could all leave with these new Christian values happily ever after. I



suppose we could all agree to a global set of values yet I believe that the world as well
as the universe is regulated by compensating forces ad if part of the world opt for a set
of values the other part will adhere to a set completely opposing to it. I this respect I see
in such a governmental adherence a first danger. Secondly, as I already hinted, I believe
that such monoethical approaches bears the greater danger of to some extent making
individuals going against  their own nature or  at  least  hindering them to fully  live in
accordance to it.

I  believe  that  any  ready-made  set  of  values  whether  it  comes  from  a  religion  or
whatever  ideology  to  some  degree  has  an  effect  on  individuals  that  can  go  from
numbing  to  complete  alteration.  So  not  only  religion  then  is  an  opium  but  also
ideologies are some sort of anti-depressing pills giving humans a sense of content for
otherwise meaningless lives spent in compliance with social structures. As much as we
can then, I think we ought to abstain from taking these sort of drugs and in the mist of
passive smoking, when literally the environment is filled of moral narcotics a practice of
awareness is our check with reality, is our check that we can keep some common sense
especially as humans will need stronger and stronger drugs to feel enfused with the
decaying  power  of  monoethical  set-up  such  as  the Confucian  like  conformism I  ma
describing.

We are but entering a new and permanent paradigm forever entrenching us in our
meaningless tasks of clerks draining ourselves only for the sake of sustaining a common
enforced framework. There is no way of breaking this trajectory but by attempting in all
our human individual effort to device our own set of meanings and values, not ought of
a mere global convention but ought of our merging back into nature, becoming one with
it and flowing in a nymph now totally dried up in the desert dust circulating within the
the social circuit boards. 


